
The Hight Priestess says,  

“Within myself there are  

the answers that I need. ” 

May 2018 Tarot Forecast 

For this month's forecast I have combined 2 decks, the Robin Wood and the Osho Zen Tarot,             
the Transcendental Game of Zen, because during this time it seems that both the mundane and            
our inner world are converging and balancing, bringing rewards in many areas, personal, social and 
business like. 

Inner Voice  

The Inner Voice speaks not in words but in the wordless language of the heart. There  
are times in our lives when too many voices seems to be pulling us this way and that.        
Our very confusion in such situations is a reminder to seek silence and center within. 
Only then we are able to hear our truth.  - Osho 

Mystra Light 
May 2018 

There are things unknown that will be made clear in time. 

The Hight Priestess is a card that tell us the answers will be coming through 
meditation, intuition and inspiration. Intuitive insight will be suggesting         
new solutions. 

Also it advises to keep your projects, plans or intensions to yourself. 
Speaking about it will diffuse your power. 

Find inside yourself what YOU really want. Organize your ideas, and trust 
yourself. Do not talk about your plans until you are ready. 

There are positive feminine influences around you. You count on the support of a sincere, strong, 
intelligent, caring woman already, and a new one will coming around when you are ready to move        
on with your plans especially to provide connections for the business aspects of it. 



There is a $5.00 bonus for one reading during this month to gain insight, organize your ideas, 
contemplate the options, check the best course of action and more. 

Happy birthday for all of you born during this month! Get your special bonus of $10.00 dollars off          
for ½ an hour reading or more. To redeem the offer, please mention your birthday when you book         
the appointment. 

I have $5.00 discount for individuals who refer my services and to the new person's first reading. 

Tarot Readings Gift Certificates are available to give someone you care the gift of a special moment            
in his/her life.                                                                                                                                                
             Email to schedule an appointment at:  contactmystralight@gmail.com 

Sharing -  Queen of Fire - Everything around you seems to be 'coming 
together' now. Enjoy it, ground yourself in it, and let the abundance in 
you and around you overflow. - Osho 

Flowering –  Queen of Rainbow - Zen wants you living, living in totality, 
living intensely, over-flowing...This is real compassion, this is real love: 
sharing your enlightenment, sharing your dance of the beyond.  - Osho 

You were generous with your time and money in the past, now you will be rewarded by finding the 
financial support that you need, probably by a business man and/or financial institution. Behaving with 
integrity will bring you success in the long term. 

Compromise – 6 Rainbows - ...whether it is power or the approval of 
others. If you are tempted to compromise your own truth, beware: 
the rewards of this kind of compromise always leave a bitter taste in 
the mouth. - Oohs 

Abundance – King of Earth – You have to be whole: rich in the body, 
rich in science, rich in meditation, rich in consciousness. Only a 
whole person is a holy person, according to me. - Osho 

Mystra Light Web Site: Home  
For information about readings, meditations, books to research psychic 
experiences, metaphysical, and meditation process go to my new 
Mystra Light website. 
Here are more links:  The Four Elements  - Los Cuatro Elementos DVD  
- Blog - Bibliography - Veronica Poems  - About Veronica Castagnini  

Wishing you a month rich in inspiration and                         
with the clarity to see all the opportunities that are 

surrounding you to accomplish your goals. V.C. 
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